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KREAB BRUSSELS
TAXATION CAPACITY
Explaining complicated matters in a simple way
In a world of constant change Kreab supports clients to manage their position and reputation across markets and
audiences. Trends such as globalisation and digitilaisation pose fundamental challenges to society. In this increasingly
complex world we firmly stick to the business concept which has kept us relevant for five decades; the importance of
explaining complicated matters in a simple way.

Why has tax become so topical?
The financial crisis inflicted serious damage on the state of public finances, causing many western countries to rack
up significant budget deficits. Governmental responses ranged from departmental budget cuts to tax hikes, and often
consolidated programmes involved a mixture of both. With tax revenue at a premium, the level of public scrutiny on those
deemed not be paying their fair share – typically multinational enterprises (MNEs) – increased considerably as public
authorities grappled with the recessionary environment.
Action was deemed necessary to tackle what many saw as the scourge of tax evasion and aggressive tax avoidance.
International “episodes” such as the so-called “Luxleaks” and “Panama Papers” affairs have proven to be a catalyst, bringing
the often esoteric tax practices of MNEs squarely into the public focus, with the activities of well known individuals within
society often serving as lightning rods for popular criticism.

The upshot
Fundamentally, the notion that minimizing one’s tax liability on the part of MNEs represented standard duty of care
towards shareholders has been critically challenged.

How do we help?
We focus on promoting our client’s brands and standpoints. For this purpose we provide them with a platform to establish
and manage your contacts and network and contribute effectively and efficiently to policy development. We offer candid
advice and realistic assessments about where your actions can bring about real change. Our aim is to offer our clients
a comprehensive solution and to achieve this our teams are carefully selected. We combine the experience of former
high level officials from both national and European regulators with financial policy experts and media and social media
consultants.
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OUR
OFFER
Our Services
-

Dedicated support serving as Brussels-based extension of internal client teams
Access to our network of senior advisers
Support in structuring effective government affairs teams
Continuous on the ground eyes and ears monitoring
In-depth knowledge and experience of EU decision making processes
Advice on engagement strategy, corporate profiling and thought leadership programmes
Identifying relevant stakeholders at EU and Member State level for engagement and partners and opponents
for alliance building
Networking support for Brussels, EU capitals and international financial policymaking centres
Insights into emerging issues and opportunities
Guidance on communications and outreach, including media networks
Support to implement networking, lobbying or profiling initiatives
Organisation of events and round tables
Real-time intelligence and reporting on financial services policy developments
Pre-briefings and drafting of materials for meetings and events
Candid, results-oriented advice

Key Ingredients
Our services can be grouped in 3 interactive categories that all serve to integrate the interests of our clients in the EU
policy formation process.

INTELLIGENCE

STRATEGY
OUTREACH
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WHAT SETS US
APART?
Three sets of capabilities define our global public affairs offer

Deep issue expertise
Our advice is based on a profound understanding of the challenges and opportunities facing our clients. A
good number of our consultants are former policy makers, such as financial and energy regulators, trade
negotiators, competition officials, diplomats, constitutional experts, government economists and central
bankers. Others come from business and academia and have extensive technical and sector expertise. And
we have an excellent network of additional specialists who we call on to advise clients as required. Ultimately,
though, it is the clients’ own expertise that tends to be most valuable, and it is harnessing this effectively that
generates the best outcomes.

Process knowledge
Legislatures, executives, judiciaries, competition authorities, and regulatory bodies all have their own diverse
procedures for carrying out their various tasks. With experience and familiarity of how such processes play
out, our own process experts with experience from such institutions guide clients through the steps and
advise them when and how to act. Likewise, knowing how different layers of government inter- relate to each
other is essential in today’s multi-layered society. And having presence in the major global regulatory centers
enables us to advise clients on managing regulatory trends as they spread around the world.

Communication - Know how
Designing convincing messages and efficient delivery mechanisms is the final fundamental component of
our public affairs offer. Politicians, journalists, speech writers, and social media experts that we have brought
in-house bring with them decades of experience on what messages do and do not work and what mix of
channels is best suited to deliver them on a case by case basis. Bilateral meetings, events, position papers,
studies and research reports, traditional and social media campaigns, third party endorsements, stakeholder
maps and alliance building strategies are a number of the tools we put to work to great effect for our clients.
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OUR TAXATIONS
SPECIALISTS
-

Karl Isaksson, Managing Partner
Sebastian Remøy, President Public Affairs
David Reed, Partner, Head of Financial Services
Mark Foster, Partner
Michele Morena, Partner
Mafalda Teixeira, Associate Director
Simon Burns, Associate Director
Salvatore Ferrara, Associate

karl.isaksson@kreab.com
sebastian.remoy@kreab.com
david.reed@kreab.com
mark.foster@kreab.com
michele.morena@kreab.com
mafalda.teixeira@kreab.com
simon.burns@kreab.com
salvatore.ferrara@kreab.com

Selected biographies
Mark Foster, Partner
Mark served as the UK attaché on anti-fraud at UKREP between 2008-2011, also having advised HMRC on strategy and
advocacy on EU legislation, including taxation issues. With Kreab since then, Mark – alongside David Reed – has oversight
of the 25-strong financial services practice in Brussels. He has extensive experience advising large internationally
active financial services companies on EU policy, processes and politics, with a specialisation in EU prudential/banking
legislation.
Mafalda Teixeira, Associate Director
A Portuguese national, Mafalda focuses mainly on issues related to digital and financial technology, alternative means
of payments and retail banking including digital taxation. Prior to joining Kreab, Mafalda was a policy adviser at
BUSINESSEUROPE Economics Department, with an explicit focus on EU taxation matters and before that Policy Adviser
in the European Parliament specialized in economic and monetary affairs. She has also worked for the Portuguese
Permanent Representation to the European Union, following legal training at a Portuguese law firm.
Simon Burns, Associate Director
Simon has worked in the field of and taxation over the course of the last eight years, first regarding tax transparency
and offshore financial services, before specialising with the British Private Equity and Venture Capital Association
between 2012 and 2016 prior to arriving at Kreab. Simon has advised clients on legislative initiatives in the field of direct
and indirect taxation, at both national, EU, and international level. The latter involved a comprehensive engagement
programme with the OECD in regards issues arising in the field of tax treaty abuse.
Robert Harding, Senior Advisor
Bob joined Kreab as a Senior Advisor in 2014. Immediately prior to joining Kreab, he was Head of Public Affairs Europe for
Standard Chartered Bank. Previous roles include extensive experience in the public sector, both in the UK and at EU level
directly relating to financial services regulatory policy. His experience includes time as a seconded national expert in the
European Commission, Council experience as First Secretary ECOFIN section in the UK’s permanent representation to
the EU and several roles within the UK civil service including the role of Senior Policy Adviser at Her Majesty’s Treasury.
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ABOUT
KREAB
Creating value through communication

Countries

Consultants

Clients

OFFICE LOCATIONS
Bangalore / Barcelona / Beijing / Bogota / Bolivia / Brussels
Chennai / Copenhagen / Helsinki / Hong Kong / Hyderabad
Lisbon / London / Madrid / Moscow / Mumbai / New Delhi
New York / Oslo / Pune / Quito / Sao paulo / Singapore
Stockholm / Tokyo / Washington DC
FINANCIAL POLICY ADVISERS
Brussels / Germany / Italy / France / United Kingdom / Poland
Sweden / Ireland / Spain / United Stated / The Netherlands

Kreab Brussels
Since 1992 Kreab’s Brussels office has firmly established its reputation as a trusted partner to both the public sector and
private stakeholders, making them dynamic and effective actors within the EU arena and beyond.

Kreab
Kreab is a leading worldwide specialist in financial, corporate and public affairs communications, with over 400 professionals
of 40 nationalities serving more than 500 clients in 35 offices and 25 countries.
Operating in the world’s key business centres, we have a network of offices in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, North America,
South America and Australia.
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It is likely
that something
unlikely
will happen
Aristotle

CREATING VALUE THROUGH COMMUNICATION
Founded 1970

Kreab Brussels
Tel: +32 2 737 6900
kreab.com
Twitter: @KREABEU

European Network for Financial Services
Brussels, Germany, Italy, France, Sweden,
Ireland, United Kingdom, Poland, Spain,
The Netherlands, United States
financialpolicyadvisors.com

